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The Background, Applicable Safety Analysis, LCO, and Applicability sections of the Bases for ITS 3A.417, RCS Loop
Isolation Valves are rewritten. The ISTS Bases for this Specification, which are very similar to the Bases for ITS 3A.18,
"RCS Isolated Loop Startup," are not accurate for ITS 3.4.17. The ISTS Bases describe the safety consequences of the

£ - startup of an isolated loop but do not address the safety consequences of the closure of a loop isolation valve. Ensuring
that a loop isolation valve is not inadvertently closed is the purpose of ITS 3A.417. The Bases have been revised to
describe the loop isolation valves, their purpose, the relevant FSAR analyses, and the MODES of applicability. The
Bases of Actions A. I and B. ., B , and B.3 have also been revised to describe the safety function being protected by the
Actions.

Justification:
The current Bases for NUREG-1431 Specification 3A.17 do not describe the Specification or its safety basis. The Bases
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-sThe reactor coolant loops are equipped with loop isolation valves that permit any loop to be isolated from the
-reactor vessel. One valve is installed on each hot leg and one on each cold leg. The loop isolation valves are

% used to perform maintenance on an isolated loop. Power operation with a loop isolated is not permitted.

ensure that inadvertent closure of a loop isolation valve does not occur, the valves must be open with power
'to the valve operators removed in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. If the valves are closed, a set of administrative
controls and equipment interlocks must be satisfied prior to opening the isolation valves as described in LCO
3.4.18, "'RCS Isolated Loop Startup."

K. INSERT 2

The safety analyses performed for the reactor at power assume that all reactor coolant loops are initially in
operation and the loop isolation valves are open. This LCO places controls on the loop isolation valves to
ensure that the valves are not inadvertently closed in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. The inadvertent closure of a loop
isolation valve when the Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs) are operating will result in a partial loss of forced
reactor coolant flow (Ref 1). If the reactor is at power at the time of the event, the effect of the partial loss of
forced coolant flow is a rapid increase in the coolant temperature which could result in DNB with subsequent
fuel damage if the reactor is not tripped by the Low Flow reactor trip. If the reactor is shutdown and an RCS
loop is in operation removing decay heat, closure of the loop isolation valve associated with the operating loop
could also result in increasing coolant temperature and the possibility of fuel damage.

RCS Loop Isolation Valves satisfy Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

INSERTM *.'.;. m

&-> This LCO ensures that the loop isolation valves are open and power to me valve operators is removed. Loop
isolation valves ~resedfor performing maintenance in MODES 5 and 6. The safety analyses assume that the
loop isolation valves are open in any RCS loops required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops -
MODES I and 2," LCO 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3," or LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE 4."

INSERT 4

In MODES 1 through 4, this LCO ensures that the loop isolation valves are open and power to the valve
operators is removed. The safety analyses assume that the loop isolation valves are open in any RCS loops

hi<required to be OPERABLE. : A

In MODES 5 and 6, the loop isolation valves may be closed. Controlled startup of an isolated loop is governed
by the requirements of LCO 3.4.18, "RCS Isolated Loop Startup."

INSERT 5

Once in MODE 5, the isolated loop may be started in a controlled manner in accordance with LCO 3.4.18,
"RCS Isolated Loop Startup." Opening the closed isolation valve in MODES 1 through 4 could result in colder:-..- ^^

water or water at a lower boron concentration being mixed with the operating RCS loops resulting in positive
reactivity insertion.
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*; .n B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.17 RCS Loop Isolation Valves

BASES
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a. The teiperature In 1 tsolated loop is lower than the
temperature in Coperating loops (cold water
incident); or

b. The bo concentration In the isolated loop is 1
ttI boron concentration in the operati I
( i dllution incident).

Apofiscussed in the FSAR (Ref. 1). the sta of an
4solated loop is performed in a controll anner that
virtually eliminates any sudden posit reactivity addition
from cold water and/or boron dil becau:

a. LCO 3.4.18, 'RCS Isola LoopSartup, and plant
operating prcdrstsretathbon
concentration In Isolated loop be maintained
higher than ron concentration of the operating
looos, thus imi~nating the potential for introducing
coolant the Isolated loop that could dilute the
boron ation in the operating loops:

;i6 cold leg loop isolation valve cannot be
unless the temperatures of both the hot and
of the isolated loop are within 20-F of
temperatures of the hot and cold legs gfth
loops (compliance is ensured by ope~aC~ngpr
and automatic interlocks): and -

;.c. Other automatic interlocks 1 of Which are part
the Reactor Protection *d oit(RPS). prevent openg
the hot leg loop iiision valve unless the cojji'
loop isolation v 3e is fully closed.
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-AES. (continued

Loop Isolation Valves
B 3.4.17 :
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APPLICABLE.
SAFY ANALYSES
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Ioper ng procedures prevent Ing of the valve until the
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undesirable reactit ffect from the isolated loop does
not occur.
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'The above analyses are for DBAs ish the
acceptance limits for the RCS I Isolation valves.
Reference to the analyses fo iBAs is used to assess
changes to the RCS loop i ation valves as they relate
the acceptance lmts.

The boron o ton of an isolated loop ma ect 5DN
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. -- Ip Isolation Valves S
B 3.4.17 . ,

BASES (continued) - .T7W

ACTIONS The Actions have been provided with a Note to clarify that
all RCS loop isolation valves for this LCD are treated as
separate entities, each with separate Coqpletion Times.
i.e., the Completion Time is on a component basis.

All
: ' ;.; -. . . ;..L1~ -

- -- It Ifor is inadvertently restored to one or more loop ;

1so= o vawseoperaftors, the nntenft al exis~ for.. * :;-i .

accdental
*;,,Ei The vop islatio Valves

oore, these valves will maintain
their last positon ris removed from the valve
operator. th power a led to the valve operators. only '

ithe nterlocks prevent the valve from being operated.
Although operating procedures and interlocks make the

- - occuIrrelce of this event unlikely, the pruden. action isto
re ove power from the loop Isolation valve operators. The ., -

Completion Time of 30 minutes to remove power from the loop .
isolation valve operators Is sufficient considering the
complexity of the task.

B.1. B.2. and B.3

Should a loop isolation valve be closed in MODES 1
- -. ~through 4. the affected loop nist beSU1 sltd.;. :..;

... : : ~immediately and the plant Il ce iln HD-~~iel34 .@;v.v.=Yi

*h''.-'7,-'',4.t' ''5 lteetinlitne red
.r bora oper oops to a-,'

shutdown boration level such that the plant cn bebu :-ht
i- to MDE 3 within 6 hours and MOE 5 wthin 36 hours. The

allowed Completion Times are reasonable. based on operati n
experience, to reach the required plant conditions fro ll ,..... ,t,
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems. z. -

SURVEILLANCE R 3.4.17.1-

The Surveillance is performed at least once per 31 days to
. ensure that the RCS loop isolation valves are open, with

power removed from the loop Isolation valve operators. The
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SR .4,7, (conti nuzed)

primary funct0n of' this Surveillance is to ensure that
power is removed from the valve operators, since SR 3.4.4.1
ot LCO 3.4.4. 'RCS Loops-HLCES 1 and 2.* ensures that the
loop Isolation valves are open by verifying every 12 hours
that all loops are operating and circulating reactor
coolant. The Frequency of 31 days ensures that the required
flow can be made available. is based on engineering
judgent. and has proven to be acceptable. Operating
experience has shawn that the failure rate Is so low that'.;:k
the 31 day Frequency Is Justified.

. . I

REFERCES 1. FSAR. Section [15.2.6J. -_
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